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Bond Price Arithmetic

The purpose of this chapter is:

• To review the basics of the time value of money. This involves review-
ing discounting guaranteed future cash flows at annual, semiannual and
continuously compounded rates.

• To learn how to handle cash flows that are unequally spaced, or where
there are fractional periods of time to particular cash flows.

• To understand the market convention of quoting prices, computing ac-
crued interest and communicating prices in a yield form.

• To set the stage for a deeper analysis of fixed income products.

1.1 FUTURE VALUE AND COMPOUNDING INTERVALS

Let $P be invested at a simple interest rate of y% per year for one year. The
future value of the investment after one year is V1 where:

V1 = P (1 + y)

and after n years the value is Vn where:

Vn = P (1 + y)n

1
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If interest is compounded semi-annually then after n years:

Vn = P [1 +
y

2
]2n

If interest is compounded m times per year then after n years:

Vn = P [1 +
y

m
]m×n

As the compounding interval gets smaller and smaller, i.e. as m → ∞, the
accumulated value after n years increases, because interest is being earned on
interest. If interest is compounded continuously at rate y, then after n years
the accumulated value is:

Vn = lim
m→∞

P [1 +
y

m
]m×n

Mathematicians have shown that this limit can be expressed in a simple way.
In particular,

lim
m→∞

[1 +
y

m
]m×n = eyn

where ex is the exponential function that can be written as follows:1

ex = 1 + x +
x2

2
+

x3

6
+ .........for all values of x.

Hence, with continuous compounding, the future value is:

Vn = Peyn

Example

The future value of a $100 investment compounded at 10% per year simple
interest is $110; compounded semiannually the future value is 100(1.05)2 =
$110.25; and compounded continuously is 100e0.10 = $110.52.

Given one method of computing interest, it is possible to find another
compounding rate that leads to the same terminal wealth. For example,
assume the semi-annual compounding rate is y. Then after n years we have:

Vn = P [1 +
y

2
]2n

1The exponential expansion shows that when x is very small, ex ≈ 1 + x. In this case x is
a simple return. For larger values of x, the higher order terms become important.
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The continuous compounding rate that leads to the same terminal wealth
can be established by solving the equation for y∗:

Vn = P [1 +
y

2
]2n = Pey∗n

Taking logarithms on both sides leads to

y∗n = ln[(1 +
y

2
)2n]

= 2n ln[(1 +
y

2
)]

or
y∗ = 2 ln[(1 +

y

2
)]

Example

A semiannual rate of 10% per year is given. The equivalent continuously
compounded yield is y∗ = 2 ln[(1 + y

2
)] = 2 ln(1.05) = 9.758%.

1.2 ANNUALIZING HOLDING PERIOD RETURNS

The price of a contract that promises to pay $100 in 0.25 years is $98.0. Let
R represent the return obtained over the period. The holding period yield is

R =
100 − 98

98
= 0.0204 or 2.04%.

The holding period yield does not adjust for the length of the period. To
make comparisons between investments held for different time periods, it is
common to annualize the yield. This is usually done in one of two ways, either
as simple interest, or as compounded interest.

Example

(i) The annualized simple interest in the last example is given by multiply-
ing the holding period yield by the number of periods in the year, namely 4.
Specifically, the annualized yield is 4 × 2.04 = 8.16%

(ii) The compounded rate of return in the last example is given by(1 +
R)n − 1, where n = 4. This value is (1.0204)4 − 1 = 8.42%.

In the above example the compounding interval was taken to be quarterly.
In many cases the investment period could be quite small, for example one
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day. In this case the compounded annualized return is (1 + R)365 − 1, where
R is the one day return. If the holding period is small, then the calcula-
tion of annualized return can be approximated by continuous compounding.
Specifically, for R close to zero, and n large, (1 + R)n ≈ enR.

Example

An investment offers a daily rate of return of 0.00025. A one million dollar
investment for one day grows to (1, 000, 000)(1.00025) = $1, 000, 250. The
annual rate, approximated by continuous compounding, is e365(0.00025) − 1 =
9.554%

Given the annualized continuously compounded return is y = 0.09554, the
simple return for a quarter of a year is e(0.09554)(0.25) − 1 = 2.417%.

In all calculations care must be taken that the annual interest rate used is
consistent in all calculations. For example, if a security returns 10% over a six
month period, then the equivalent continuous compounded return is obtained
by solving the equation ey(0.5) = 1.10. Equivalently, y = log(1.10)/0.5 =
19.06%

Compounding Over Fractional Periods

The future value of $P over 2 years when compounding is semi annual is
P (1 + y

2
)4. Raising (1 + y

2
) to the power of 4 reflects four semiannual interest

payments. If the time horizon is not a multiple of six months, then establishing
the future value is a problem. For example, if the time horizon is 2.25 years,
the future value could be written as P (1 + y

2 )4(1 + y
2 )0.5. The handling of

the fractional period is not altogether satisfactory, and there is no real theory
to justify this calculation. However, this calculation is one popular market
convention.

If compounding was done quarterly, then the answer to the above problem
is P (1+ y

4 )9. Of course, if the time horizon was 2.26 years, then compounding
quarterly would not solve the problem, and we would again encounter the
problem of computing interest over a fraction of a period.

If compounding is done continuously then the problem of handling frac-
tional periods disappears. The future value of P dollars over T years is PeyT .
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1.3 DISCOUNTING

The present value of one dollar that is received after n years, assuming the
discount rate is y% per year with annual compounding, is given by

PV = 1 × 1
(1 + y)n

If compounding is done m times per year, the present value is:

PV = 1 × 1
(1 + y

m )n×m

If the one dollar is discounted continuously at the rate of 100y% per year, the
present value is:

PV = 1 × e−y×n

1.4 BOND PRICES AND YIELD -TO- MATURITY

A coupon bond is a bond that pays fixed cash flows for a fixed number of
periods, n say. Typically, the cash flows in all the periods are equal. At the
last period a balloon payment, referred to as the face value of the bond, is also
paid out. Typically, the coupon is expressed as a fraction of the face value of
the bond. In what follows we will take c to be the coupon rate, and C = c×F
to be the dollar coupon.

If the coupons are annual coupons, of size C, and the face value is F,
then the yield-to-maturity of the bond is the discount rate, y, that makes the
following equation true.

B0 =
C

1 + y
+

C

(1 + y)2
+ ......+

C + F

(1 + y)n

where B0 is the actual market price of the bond.

The coupon of a bond refers to the dollar payout that is made in each year.
If coupons are paid annually then each cash flow is of C dollars. Payments at
frequencies of once a year are appropriate for typical bonds that are traded
in the Eurobond market. For bonds issued in the US, however, the typical
convention is for coupon payments to be made semiannually. Such a bond
would therefore pay half its coupon payment every six months. In this case,
the yield-to-maturity of a bond that matures in exactly n years, is the value
for y that solves the following equation:

B0 =
C/2

1 + y/2
+

C/2
(1 + y/2)2

+ ......+
C/2 + F

(1 + y/2)2×n
(1.1)
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Example

Consider a bond with a 10% coupon rate and 10 years to maturity. Assume
the face value is $100 and its price is $102. The bond will pay 20 coupons of
$5.0 each, plus the face value of $100 at the end of 10 years. The value of y
that solves the above equation is given by y = 9.6834%.

Clearly, the yield-to-maturity of a bond that pays coupons semiannually is
not directly comparable to the yield-to-maturity of a bond that pays coupons
annually, since the compounding intervals are different.

1.5 ANNUITIES AND PERPETUITIES

An annuity pays the holder money periodically according to a given schedule.
A perpetuity pays a fixed sum periodically forever. Suppose C dollars are
paid every period, and suppose the per period interest rate is y. Then the
value of the perpetuity is:

P0 =
∞∑

i=1

C

(1 + y)i

The terms in the sum represent a geometric series and there is a standard
formula for this sum. In particular, it can be shown that2

P0 =
∞∑

i=1

C

(1 + y)i
=

C

y
(1.2)

As an example, if a perpetuity paid out $100 each year and interest rates
were 10% per year, then the perpetuity is worth 100/0.10 = $1000.

2To see this let a = 1
(1+y)

. Let Sn be the sum of the first n terms of the cash flows of the

perpetuity. That is
Sn = aC + a2C + .... + anC

Now, multiply both sides of the equation by a to yield

aSn = a2C + ..... + anC + an+1C.

Subtracting the equations lead to

(1 − a)Sn = aC − an+1C

Hence Sn = aC−an+1C
1−a

. Substituting for a and letting n → ∞ leads to limitn→∞Sn = C
y

.
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The value of a deferred perpetuity that starts in n years time, with a first
cash flow in year n + 1, is given by the present value of a perpetuity or

Pn =
(

1
(1 + y)n

)
C

y
(1.3)

By buying a perpetuity and simultaneously selling a deferred perpetuity that
starts in n years time, permits the investor to receive n cash flows over the
next n consecutive years. This pattern of cash flows is called an n-period fixed
annuity. The value of this annuity, A0 say, is clearly:

A0 = P0 − Pn =
C

y
[1 − 1

(1 + y)n
] (1.4)

Rewriting the Bond Pricing Equation

A coupon bond with n annual payments $C and face value $F can be viewed
as an n period annuity together with a terminal balloon payment equal to F .
The value of a bond can therefore be expressed as

B0 =
C

y
[1− 1

(1 + y)n
] +

F

(1 + y)n
(1.5)

where y is the per period yield-to-maturity of the bond.

When F = $1.0, the coupon is given by C = c × 1 = c. If y = c then from
the above equation, it can be seen that B0 = 1. Hence, when the coupon is
set at the yield to maturity, the price of a bond will equal its face value. Such
a bond is said to trade at par. If the coupon is above (below) the yield-to-
maturity, then the bond price will be set above (below) the face value. Such
bonds are referred to as premium (discounted) bonds.

Unequal Intervals Between Cash Flows

So far we have assummed that the time between consecutive cash flows is
equal. For example, viewed from a coupon date, the yield to maturity of a
bond with semi annual cash flows is linked to its market price by the bond
pricing equation:

B0 =
m∑

j=1

C/2
(1 + y/2)j

+
F

(1 + y/2)m

where y is the annual yield to maturity, C is the annual coupon and m is
the number of coupon payouts remaining to maturity. In this equation, the
first coupon is paid out at date 1, in six months time. If the first of the m
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cash flows occurred at date 0, then the price of the bond is:

B0 =
m∑

j=1

C/2
(1 + y/2)j−1

+
F

(1 + y/2)m−1

If the first coupon date is not immediate but occurs before 6 months, then
the above equation must be modified. Specifically, the above equation can be
used to price all the cash flows from the first cash flow date. This value, is
then discounted to the present date. Specifically, the yield-to-maturity of a
coupon bond is defined to be the value of y that solves the equation:

B0 =
1

(1 + y/2)p




m∑

j=1

C/2
(1 + y/2)j−1

+
F

(1 + y/2)m−1


 (1.6)

where p = tn/tb and tn is the number of days from the settlement date to the
next coupon payment, and tb is the number of days between the last coupon
date and the next coupon date. In this equation we have assumed that the
total number of coupons to be paid is m. This way of handling fractional
periods is the market convention used in the US Treasury bond market.

1.6 PRICE QUOTATIONS AND ACCRUED INTEREST

If a coupon bond is sold midway between coupon dates, then the buyer has
to compensate the seller for half of the next coupon payment. In general,
for Treasury bonds, the accrued interest, AI, that must be paid to the pre-
vious owner of the bond is determined by a straight line interpolation based
on the fraction of time between coupon dates that the bond has been held.
Specifically,

AI =
tl
tb

where tl is the time in days since the last coupon date, and tb is the time
between the last and next coupon date. The computation of accrued interest
using this convention is termed “actual/actual”. The first actual refers to the
fact that the actual days betwen coupons are used in the calculation. The
second actual refers to the fact that the actual number of days in a year are
used. The above convention is standard for Treasury bonds traded in the US.
Other methods of computing accrued interest that apply in different markets
will be considered later.

Market convention requires that US Treasury bond price quotations be
reported in a particular way. A face value of $100 is assumed and the quotation
ignores the accrued interest. The actual cost, or invoice price of a bond,
corresponding to B0 in the equation (1.6) given a quotation is:

Invoice Price = Quoted Price + Accrued Interst
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The specific rule for computing accrued interest and translating quoted
prices from a newspaper into market prices vary according to the particular
fixed income product.

Example

A Eurobond is a bond issued by a non European firm in Europe. Typ-
ically, interest is paid annually, and yields are simple annual yields. The
accrued interest in this market are not based on “actual/actual”, but rather
on “30/360”. In this convention each month is counted as having 30 days
and each year has 360 days. Say a bond pays coupons on August 1st of each
year and the settlement date for the transaction falls on April 10th. The
seller has held the bond for 8 months and 10 days. Under this convention the
accrued interest is based on 8×30+10

360 = 250
360 . Specifically, the accrued inter-

est is 25/36 th of the annual coupon. This accrued interest is added to the
quoted price to obtain an invoice price. Given the invoice price, a yield for
this product can be obtained using the appropriate bond pricing equation.

Specific products and the market conventions related to compounding fre-
quency, quotation format, and the handling of accrued interest will be dis-
cussed in more detail in future chapters. The important point here is that the
conventions are market specific.

The accrued interest convention makes the quoted price process smooth
over time. Actual market prices of bonds fall at coupon dates. Just before a
coupon, the price of a bond with n years to maturity is

B−
0 =

C

2
+

2n∑

i=1

C/2
(1 + y/2)i

+
100

(1 + y/2)2n

Since the seller has held the bond over the entire period, (tl = tb) the
accrued interest is C

2 and the quoted price, Q−
0 say, is the above market price

less C
2 , or

Q−
0 =

2n∑

i=1

C/2
(1 + y/2)i

+
100

(1 + y/2)2n

Immediately after the coupon has been paid, the bond price is given by

B+
0 =

2n∑

i=1

C/2
(1 + y/2)i

+
100

(1 + y/2)2n

The drop in price, B+
0 −B−

0 , equals the actual coupon paid out. Since the
new accrued interest is now zero ( tl = 0), the new quoted price equals the
new market price, which in turn equals the old quoted price. That is, quoted
prices remain unchanged.
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1.7 COMMON INTEREST RATE CONVENTIONS

Securities are issued with cash flows that occur at different time intervals. To
compare rates it is often necessary to switch from one type of rate, based on
a particular compounding interval, to another rate.

Example

A rate of 9% semi-annual is equivalent to a (1+ 0.09
2

)2−1 = 9.2025% annual
rate.

A 9% semi-annual rate is also equivalent to a daily rate of (1.092025)
1

365 −1 =
0.024122% per day. On annualizing this rate we obtain 0.024122×365 =
8.80445.

A 9% semi-annual rate is equivalent to a daily rate of 0.02412%. Over a
100 day period, the rate is (1.0002412)100− 1 = 0.0244102 or 2.44102%.
Annualizing this rate we obtain 2.44102× 365

100 = 8.9097%. The effective
annualized rate of this loan for 100 days is 8.9097%.

Table 1.1 shows the market convention of rates in particular markets.

Table 1.1 Market Convention of Rates in Particular Markets

UK Money Markets Annual Actual/365
US & Euromoney Markets Annual Actual/360
US Treasury Bonds Semi-annual Actual/365
Eurobonds Annual 30/360
US Federal Agencies, Municipals, Corporates Semi-annual 30/360
US Commercial Paper, Bankers Acceptances Discount Basis, Actual/360
Commercial Paper Discount Basis, Actual/365

Examples

(i) Assume the semiannual coupon periods are divided into 181 and 184 days.
Assume 10m dollars are borrowed at 10 % semiannual actual/365. Then, the
coupon payments of $1m over the year would be split up into payments of
10m × 0.10× 181

365 = $495, 890.41, and 10m × 0.10× 184
365 = $504, 109.58.

(ii) The same loan done on a 30/360 basis would have two cash flows of
$500,000 each. The annual total is the same, but the size and timing of the
individual cash flows are different.
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(iii) Table 1.2 shows the effective annual rates of a 10% quotation for several
market conventions.

Table 1.2 Examples of Market Conventions

Convention Computation Effective Annual Rate

Annual Actual/365 (1 + 0.10)− 1 =10.0%

Annual Actual/360 (1 + 0.10365
360

) − 1 =10.14%

Semi-annual Actual/365 (1 + 0.10
2 )2 − 1 =10.25%

Semi-annual Actual/360 (1 + 0.10
2

365
360)2 − 1 =10.40%

Monthly Actual/365 (1 + 0.10
12 )12 − 1 =10.47%

Monthly Actual/360 (1 + 0.10
12

365
360)12 − 1 =10.62%

1.8 YIELDS AS A METHOD OF COMMUNICATING PRICES

The invoice price of a bond is the amount of dollars one requires in order
to purchase it. Once you know the price, you can compute its yield using
an appropriate formula. Conversely, if the yield of a bond is given, then pro-
vided you understand the market convention associated with the fixed income
product, the unique price of the bond can be established, the accrued interest
computed, and a quoted price can be established. The mapping from yields to
quoted prices requires understanding the compounding mechanism (eg. an-
nual or semiannual), the handling of fractional periods and the computation
mechanism for accrued interest. Given these rules, prices can be quoted in
yield form. While yields associated with different fixed income products may
be useful for communicating price information, one has to be careful in inter-
preting these numbers. Higher yields do not necessarily imply higher returns,
or higher risks. As a simple example, comparing yields of a coupon bond
that pays annually, with a coupon bond that pays semiannually may be mis-
leading. While in some cases the yield of a fixed income product may have a
simple economic interpretation, in others no simple interpretation exists. For
example, consider a straight default free coupon bond. Its price is the present
value of the bonds cash flows using the yield as a discount rate. On the other
hand, consider a coupon bond that has a call feature. The yield that is given
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to characterize its price cannot be interpreted as a discount rate for all the
promised cash flows to the maturity date.3

In general, then, while “yields” are often used to characterize prices of fixed
income products, in general they may not have simple economic interpreta-
tions, and certainly do not provide a common ground by which their relative
benefits can be accessed.

Given a bond price, there is no theoretical reason why coupon bonds have
to have their yields to maturity computed according to any market convention.
For example, we could define the continuously compounded yield to maturity
of a bond that has face value F, and pays C dollars at times t1, t2,....,tn and
face value F, is given by the value y that solves the equation.

B = Ce−yt1 + Ce−yt2 + Ce−yt3 + .....+ (F + C)eytn (1.7)

In this equation the times t1, t2..., tn are all expressed in years and need
not be equidistant. This definition of a yield to maturity is as valid as any
other definition, but is not adopted in any specific market as a normal market
convention.

1.9 CONCLUSION

The purpose of this chapter has been to review the basics of discounting at
annual, semiannual and continuously compounded rates and to obtain some
insight into how prices are connected to specific yields according to market
conventions. In order to obtain the invoice price of a bond, its quoted price
may have to be adjusted by accrued interest. The computation of accrued
interest varies according to the particular product. We illustrated the ad-
justment for Treasury bonds, where the “actual/actual” rule holds and for
eurobonds, where a “30/360” rule holds. Given the invoice price, the quoted
yield for the particular fixed income product can also be obtained. The way in
which the yield is computed also depends on the particular product. Treasury
bond yields, for example, are reported in semiannual form while Eurobonds
are reported using annual compounding. Given the market convention, price
information can be conveyed using their appropriate yields. In general, how-
ever, the particular yield-to-maturity statistic that is computed for a product
may not provide useful economic information relating to its potential return
or risk.

3We shall explore this in another chapter. The problem for callable bonds is that the exact
number of future cash flows is not certain since the bond can be called at any time after
the call date.
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1.10 EXERCISES

1. An investment requires an initial investment of $100 and guarantees
$104 back in 0.25 years.

(a) Compute the holding period return.

(b) Compute the simple annualized yield.

(c) Compute the compounded annualized yield for the investment, as-
suming quarterly compounding.

(d) What is the annualized continuously compounded rate of return
for this investment.

2. A discount bond with a maturity of 5 years and a face value of $1000 is
priced at $670.03.

(a) Compute the continuously compounded yield -to-maturity.

(b) Compute the semi annualized yield to maturity.

3. A discount bond with a face value of $1000 is currently priced at $786.60.
The maturity of the bond is 6 years. The bond, however, is callable in
3 years for a price of $860.71.

(a) Compute the continuously compounded yield-to-maturity.

(b) The yield to call is the yield to maturity obtained under the as-
sumption that the call date is the maturity date. Compute the
continuously compounded yield-to-call.

(c) Interpret the above two numbers and comment on the potential
problems with interpreting these two yield measures.

4. The quoted price of a Treasury bond with settlement date January
6th1999 is $100.09375. The bond’s coupon is 4 1/4. It matures on
November 15th2003. The number of days in the current coupon pe-
riod is 182, and the number of days from settlement to the next coupon
date is 130 days. Compute the accrued interest, the invoice price of the
bond, and the semiannual yield to maturity.

5. In this problem you will learn how to use excel to compute prices of
coupon bonds when cash flows are equally spaced. In particular, you
will compute bond prices four different ways. The main idea here is to
show that the analytical solution for the bond price is helpful, and to
introduce you to excel’s PRICE function that produces a clean price and
is fairly useful. The benchmark model we will solve is a 5 year maturity
bond paying annual coupons rate of 5% seminanually. The face value is
$100. The yield-to-maturity is given as 6%. In excel set the inputs up
as follows:
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INPUTS
Annual Coupon Rate (AC) 0.05
Yield to maturity (Y) 0.06
Number of payments per year (num) 2
Number of Periods (N) 10
Face Value (FV) 100

OUTPUTS
Discount rate/Period (Rate) 0.03
Coupon payment (c) 2.5

For each of these variables label them using Insert,Name,Define. Excel
will now recognise these variables when you refer to them. Now we are
ready to compute bond prices.

(a) Set up 11 colums numbered 0 to 10. These refer to the time periods.
There will be three rows under these columns. The first row is
called time (in years). For this problem it will be the period number
divided by 2. The second row will contain the cash flows. For
this problem it will be a row of 2.5 dollars starting from period 1
and ending in period 9. In period 10 there will be a cash flow of
102.5. The final row will then contain the present value of each of
these cash flows. The bond price is then obtained by adding these
numbers up. Confirm that you obtain a value of 95.7349. Note
that if we change the number of periods, we will have to add more
columns in our spreadsheet. So this method is not very useful.

(b) Now repeat the exercise of pricing this bond, but this time use
the analytical formula for bond pricing. So in one equation, using
the variable names, you can obtain the price. This formula has an
advantage over (a) in that the number of periods can be changed
and the price will automatically update.

(c)Now compute the bond price using the PV function in excel. This
function requires the Rate (Rate), Number of periods (N), coup
(c), and face value, (FV), as inputs.

(d) Finally, compute the bond price using the PRICE function in ex-
cel. This function requires the settlement date, the maturity date,
annual coupon rate, yield-to-maturity, face value and the number
of payments. To use it for an example make up a settle date (eg
01/01/2000) and then add 5 years to get the maturity date. To
do this use the excel DATE command eg DATE(2000+5,1,1). This
will give you a maturity date exactly 5 years later. In general the
PRICE function gives you a quoted, flat, or clean price. The actual
invoice, full, or dirty price is obtained by adding on the accrued
interest. In this above problem there is no accrued interest so the
clean and dirty prices are equal. We will use the PRICE function
in the next chapter.




